Conservatory Level Summer Camps 2022
Enroll at barriskilldance.com!
June 13-17
Ballet-Pointe-Variations Intensive 9am-12pm $250
Focus on strengthening your pointe work and develop your performance skills as we learn some
new classical variations. Proper pointe technique and alignment will be stressed.
Contemporary Intensive 1pm-4pm $250
Dive deeper into contemporary dance! Each afternoon will start with a contemporary technique
class to warm up the body and find a sense of grounding. Dancers will explore improvisational
and compositional tools to create their own choreography as a group and as individuals.
June 20-24
Breaking Down Ballet: Workshops in Pirouettes, Jumps, Beats etc., 9am-12pm $250
Want to improve your turns and jumps? Want to increase your flexibility and strength? This
camp is for you! Each day we will spend time breaking down the basics and maybe learning
some new terminology to help you improve your technique!
Jazz Funk Intensive 9am-12pm $250
Acting for TV/Film, 1pm-4pm (Ages 8-12) $250
Students will learn the difference between acting on stage vs acting for TV/Film. In this one
week camp, students will work on commercials, scene study, monologues and audition skills all
on camera. Method acting and the business side of TV/Film (agents, resumes, headshots) will
be discussed. Students will be filmed daily. (Must be strong reader)
Conditioning Camp 1pm-4pm (Ages 10+) $250
Spend the week getting in shape and learn how to keep your body in peak dancing condition.
Campers will learn and practice a variety of conditioning exercises and techniques they can
bring to any dance class. Cardio, Stretching, Yoga and Pilates workshops are all included!
June 27-July 1
Pointe and Variations 9-12pm (Pointe Dancers) $250
Focus on strengthening your pointe work and develop your performance skills as we learn some
new classical variations. Proper pointe technique and alignment will be stressed.
Contemporary and Modern Techniques Dance Intensive 1-4pm $250
Want to expand your dance knowledge and learn all about the Modern dance masters? Horton,
Graham, Limon, Cunningham and more… enjoy doing combinations from different pioneers of
modern dance.

Masters of Tap 1pm-4pm (ages 10+) $250
Did you know tap is one of the only dance forms that was actually created in America? Thanks
to a mixing of cultures, tap dance was born! Dancers will take time to understand where tap
dance comes from and why it’s so important to honor those who paved the way for us. We will
spend time learning the timeline of tap dance in America, as well as learning historically
important choreography handed down through generations.
July 11-15
Leaps and Turns 1-4pm (Ages 11+) $250
Do you want to strengthen your leaps and turns? Dancers will work on balance, flexibility and
using your plie for better technique. You will work on strengthening your leaps and turns in
center work, across the floor and in choreo combinations. This is a high intensity camp with
stretch & recovery on Tuesday and Thursday. Conservatory Level Students.
July 18-22
A Study of NeoClassical/Balanchine Styles 9am-12pm Perel $250
Improv/Comp 1pm-4pm (Ages 10+) $250
Dive deeper into your individual dancing style with guided improvisation and composition!
Dancers will explore improvisational and compositional tools to discover and cultivate their
dancing nuances (and habits!) then create their own choreography individually and as groups.
Commercial Dance Intensive 1-4pm (Ages 12+) $250
In this Commercial Dance Bootcamp we will be learning cutting edge choreography similar to
performance styles of Janet Jackson, Britney Spears, Beyonce, and many more. We will also
put a large focus on performance quality and discuss the audition process and potential
commercial dance career paths. **will learn how to dance in heels (age appropriately) with
parental consent//combat boots are a good alternative for those who do not feel comfortable
with heels**
July 25-29
Contemporary Ballet Intensive 9am-12pm $250
Blend your love for ballet and contemporary with this fun intensive. Whether you are en pointe
or not, you will be sure to excel in this camp. Dancers will spend most of the day dancing, but
they will also have short contemporary ballet history lessons and learn about choreographers
and dancers in this camp.
Contemporary Jazz Intensive 1-4pm $250
Contemporary combines with jazz to give you this choreography-heavy intensive. Students will
combine their ballet, jazz and contemporary knowledge in this dynamic intensive..

August 1-5
BDTS Company Experience 9am-12pm $250
Have you always wanted to be a part of the Barriskill Company? This camp is for you! Learn
what it’s like to be a Barriskill company member. You will take both ballet and contemporary
classes and learn a short company like piece to be recorded by the end of the week. Ballet
levels 5-6.
MTR Production Mamma Mia 9am-4pm (10+) $350
You’ll have these songs stuck in your head all week long! Join us for a full production of Mamma
Mia! Students will learn how to put on a show, from acting to dancing and even creating their
own costumes. Part of the week will be spent learning basic sewing skills in addition to learning
scenes and dance numbers.
Contemporary Intensive 1-4pm $250
Dive deeper into contemporary and modern dance! Each day will start with a contemporary
technique class to warm up the body and find a sense of grounding. Dancers will explore
improvisational and compositional tools to create their own choreography as a group and as
individuals.
August 8-12
Ballet Intensive 9am-2pm $300
Our ballet conservatory intensive brings together our experienced instructors to provide a week
of intensive technique and variations, as well as modern and character classes. Dancers will
work hard each day to improve the fundamentals of their technique and apply new methods.
This camp is highly recommended for students who want to start the school year strong.
Conservatory ballet Levels.

